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domains of law: private,

public and criminal law



goal

 

 

The goal is to test whether a set of lectures on the essence of law
may be useful for enhancing and supporting interdisciplinary
research

The lectures are based on Part I of Mireille Hildrebrandt's 'Law for
Computer Scientists and Other Folk' book

Mireille Hildebrandt
Dutch lawyer and philosopher who
works at the intersection between
law and computer science



Summary 

 
What we discussed last time (Chapter 2): 
Part I. What is law? 
Part II. What is law in a constitutional democracy?

This time:
Intro
Part I. Private law
Part II. Public law



introduction

Primary rules = regulative rules (imposing a prescription or a prohibition)

Secondary rules = constitutive rules that determine the validity of primary

rules and the legal effect of violation

Local, national, international and supranational rules 

General and more specific rules 

Legislation and case law that enact and interpret rules 

Principles of law

What does law do? It creates legal effect. 

Primary and secondary legal rules

Web of rules: 



Absolute & relative rights

Absolute is not unlimited

A legal subject (a natural person or a legal

person) is an entity capable of acting in

law, bearing legal rights and legal

obligations in relation to other legal

subjects.

A legal object is an entity that is the object

of a specific legal relationship between

legal subjects.

introduction



Whenever the government is involved, we are in the domain of public law.

Whenever the public interest is involved, we are in the domain of public law.

Public law entails that the enforcement initiative is with the government.

constitutional law

administrative law 

international public law

Private law: individual autonomy

Public law: public interest or benefit

Possible classification criteria:

Simple inventory:

Public law consists of: 

Purpose:

Public v private law



Mandatory rules: rules that cannot be deviated from (e.g. employment rules on

non-discrimination

Default rules: rules that can be deviated from/can be used as gap fillers (e.g. a

tenancy agreement is 4 pages; whatever is not specified will be covered by

rules on the ‘special contract’ of tenancy)

Public law generally has mandatory rules/private law generally has default rules.

In practice, the distinction is becoming increasingly problematic because

of the complexity of socio-economic developments (e.g. media law,

consumer law, data protection)

Nota bene: always remember to zoom into specific legal systems

Public v private law



Part 1 

private law



E.g. 

family law (marriage, inheritance)

contract law (general, specific)

property law (transfer of ownership)

tort law (legal relationship outside of contracts)

(other: transport law, labour law, business law, private

international law aka conflict of laws)

Public v private law



E.g. 

family law (marriage, inheritance)

contract law (general, specific)

property law (transfer of ownership)

tort law (legal relationship outside of contracts)

(other: transport law, labour law, business law, private

international law aka conflict of laws)

Public v private law



Regulates all the relationships between people and any objects of value

vis-a-vis the rest of the world.

Patrimony = all your rights and obligations that have economic value

(everything you 'own').

Absolute/relative: Real (erga omnes) v personal rights (inter partes) 

Real right (absolute) = ownership (historically affiliated to material

things)

(FR law also has 'accessory' real rights = the right to pledge/guarantee)

Personal rights = rights against other people e.g. the right to ask for a

remedy for defective performance from the debtor

Property law



Can you own data?

Property law



offer

acceptance

intention to be legally bound

Juridical act is an action that aims for the legal effect the law attributes

Contract = juridical act through which parties undertake to give, do or

refrain from doing something; is created through:

e.g. contract of sale (transferring a bike)

Construction contract (service/assignment)

Non-disclosure agreement (not saying something)

Contract law



Form (it does not have to be written and signed)

Content (anything you want to contract on)

'private regulation/private governance' = rules based on private law

interactions between e.g. platforms and users

Most important pillar of contract law: freedom of contract

There are exceptions (e.g. buying a house - you want this sale to be

opposable to the world, meaning that you will be seen as the owner, so you

have certain formality requirements like registering your contract at the

Land Registry)

Contract is important because it is the basis of interactions on

cyberspace: 

Contract law



Juridical fact is an occurrence, status or act

that is legally relevant because the law

attributes legal effect, irrespective of intent

1961, in Cafe De Munt at Singel 522 in

Amsterdam

Maastrichtenaar Duchateau goes to the loo and

falls into a cellar that was open, because

Sjouwerman (working for Coca Cola) was busy

putting drinks in the cellar and left the hatch

open. Duchateau suffered serious harm and

sued Coca Cola for the damages. 

Tort law



a person has committed a tortious act (an unlawful act),

that can be attributed to him (attribution),

against another person, who suffered damage (damage),

the damage is the result of the tortious act (causality between act and

damage).

NL Civil Code art. 6:162: 

A person who commits a tortious act (unlawful act) against another person

that can be attributed to him, must repair the damage that this other

person has suffered as a result thereof.

Cumulative conditions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Tort law



PART III 

Public law and criminal law 



Public law regards:

(1) legal relations between a state (acting as such) and its

citizens (constitutional and administrative law)

(2) the legal relationships between states (public

international law)

Public international law will be discussed extensively in the

next lecture. Today, we will focus on constitutional and

administrative law.

PUBLIC LAW



Constitutional law attributes competences:

(1) to legislate (Acts of Parliament) and to regulate (Regulatory Policies), 

(2) to act and decide based on its public authority (traffic management,

environmental protection, decisions on tax or social security), and 

(3) to adjudicate (private law, criminal law, administrative law). 

These competences are attributed to the legislator (e.g. parliament, municipality),

to public authorities (cabinet ministers, supervisors, tax authorities, environment

agencies), and to courts (defining their jurisdiction).

constitutional law (i)



constitutional law (II)

Constitutional law restricts the competences it

attributes, by requiring specific safeguards which

constitute legal conditions that limit the exercise of

the powers that have been allocated. 



administrative law (I)

Administrative law regulates the conduct of the

government and other agencies with public

authority, e.g. in the domain of environmental law,

student grants law, public health law, and tax law



administrative law (Ii)

The legality principle:

(1)  requires that actions and decisions of public

authorities have a legal basis

(2)  limits the competences of public authorities, by

making them conditional upon statutory constraints

and safeguards



administrative law (IIi)

The general principles of administrative law that are common to most

European legal systems are:

The impartiality principle

The right to be heard

The principle to state reasons

The prohibition of détournement de pouvoir

The equality principle

The principle of legal certainty

The principle that legitimate expectations raised by the

administration should be honored

The proportionality principle

}

}
PROCEDURAL

SUBSTANTIVE



administrative law (IV)

Legal remedies form a crucial safeguard in the context of administrative

law, as they give citizens the competence to appeal against decisions of

public authorities in a court of law.

Such an appeal may or may not suspend the duty to comply with the

decision and should e.g. enable the testing of the validity or applicability of

the legal basis, as well as the manner in which the administration has used

its competences.



CRIMINAL LAW (I)

Criminal law can be defined as a body of rules by which the State prohibits certain forms of

conduct because it harms or threatens public safety and welfare and that imposes

punishment for the commission of such acts.

Criminal law is usually divided into substantive law and procedural law. 

Substantive law contains rules that determine the conditions for criminal liability and the

possible sanctions for crimes committed.

Procedural law contains rules that  identify the steps for accurately establishing if

criminal law was breached and if an individual (the accused) can be deemed culpable for

the breach and consequently punished.



CRIMINAL LAW (II)
Principles of substantive criminal law: 

Legal certainty requires that the scope of the offence must be

transparent to those subject to the legal effect of criminalisation

NOTE: the legal effect is not punishment, but punishability

Legality safeguards: 

(1) a reasonably precise formulation of criminal offences to prevent

overinclusive criminalisation, and 

(2) protection against retroactive application, i.e. actions (including

omissions) can only be punishable if they were criminalised when

performed



CRIMINAL LAW (III)
Elements of criminal liability: 

(1) Actus reus: 

- an act/failure to act

- which is wrongful

- conduct may be justified (e.g. because the perpetrator acted in self-defence) = the act

is not wrongful

(2) Mens rea: 

 - state of mind (intention/negligence/recklessness)

 - the perpetrator is to blame for the conduct

- wrongful conduct may be excused (e.g. because the perpetrator is insane) = the act is

wrongful, but the perpetrator cannot be personally blamed



CRIMINAL LAW (IV)
Criminal procedure concerns both pretrial police investigations and the trial itself.

Once the suspicion of a crime comes to the attention of the law enforcement authorities, they

conduct investigations in order to find out if an offense has been committed and to unveil all

relevant circumstances (the suspect, the actus reus, the mens rea, mitigating or aggravating

factors)

If they come to the reasoned belief that a crime has been perpetrated, a formal allegation is

drafted (indictment), and the case is taken to trial

At trial, an impartial court (a single judge, a panel, or a jury) decides whether the accused (more

appropriately called «defendant» at this stage) is guilty of the alleged crime(s)



CRIMINAL LAW (V)

Article 6 ECHR (right to a fair trial):

1. In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and

public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law. Judgment shall be pronounced

publicly but (…).

2. Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law.

3. Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the following minimum rights:

(a) to be informed promptly, in a language which he understands and in detail, of the nature and cause of the accusation against

him;

(b) to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence;

(c) to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own choosing or, if he has not sufficient means to pay for legal

assistance, to be given it free when the interests of justice so require;

(d) to examine or have examined witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf

under the same conditions as witnesses against him;

(e) to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used in court.


